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Leading well in the distributed office 

 
In our Meet the future leaders in the distributed office (March 2021) we asked does 

leadership style differ depending on how work is organised?  We met the f2f ‘talker’ 

leaders and the virtual ‘doer’ leaders with the distributed office requiring a skills evolution.  

Now we review: the pros and cons of distributed working; how the office offers 

connections to people, purpose and place; and our desire to adapt to new ways of 

work.  Leaders will need to focus on smarter productivity measures, strengthen culture, 

clarify purpose, and improve their skills with greater intentionality. 

 

 
Credit: industrywired.com 

 
As leaders strive to bring their teams back to CBD offices, we owe it to ourselves to keep 

the best of WFH for our teams’ and organisations’ future health.  Research and our 

leaders’ conversations confirm the flexibility genie has leapt from the bottle!  

 

When can you come back in? Maybe never!  

Many reports globally have told us most prefer a balance of office and WFH. Last month’s 

‘Equitable Flexibility: Reshaping our Workforce’ report1 from Chief Executive Women 

Australia found: about 2/3rds of employees want their flexibility to continue; 95% said they 

would take flexible arrangements over the next three years; while some expressed 

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/meet-future-leaders-distributed-office-michael-swinsburg/


concerns about the blurring of work/home boundaries.  Such results during high stress, 

forced lockdowns is quite telling.  The genie had been ready for a while! 

 

The IT, professional and financial services sectors appear well advanced with the 

distributed workplace recognising the opportunity to improve diversity and inclusion.2   

Australia’s Telstra Group3 and Deloitte4 have recently announced that work can be done 

‘anywhere, anytime’.  

 

Unpacking the distributed workplace  

The challenges have been canvassed widely with key concerns including maintaining 

organisational culture, capturing innovation, employee career growth and mental health 

wellbeing.  Atlassian research5 suggests that many of these concerns differ on three 

factors that organisations need to consider when supporting distributed teams:  Role 

complexity – including stakeholder interactions needed; Household complexity – care 

responsibilities and household density; and, Network quality – access to personal and 

workplace communities that support our sense of inclusion. We might canvas more here 

in a future article. 

   

In praise of the office  

Co-researchers from INSEAD and Harvard published ‘In Praise of the Office’ (July 2020) 6 

revealed that while the majority found WFH refreshing we can feel lonely. Office 

camaraderie was the top reason to return to the office. Managers, extroverts and those 

with good team dynamics felt lonelier. The introverts were less concerned - maybe 

preferred some solitude vs. loneliness. They inferred that leaders might get affirmation 

from f2f interactions. In part 1, we saw that ’talker’ leaders found WFH less rewarding.  

Perhaps the simple human need to feel connected happens more easily in f2f.  

 

Winning in the distributed workplace needs four critical connections:  

to people, to purpose, to place and routine. 

 

The team found the happiest with WFH had consulting experience where they often build 

the four connections: to people, to purpose, to place and routine.  These office 

connections are often bundled imperfectly and taken for granted.  We now realise 

building connections intentionally takes real effort. A casual chat may need planning and 

ends up as all day ‘zoom doom’ that reminds us what we are missing. The researchers 

suggest we accept that work has changed.  We rushed into WFH and copied the office – 

it’s clumsy!  We can now build a sustainable, distributed workplace.  

 

Leaders need new shoes  

In his ‘Embedding new ways of working’ report, Dr Brendan Rynne, chief economist, 

KPMG Australia 7 concludes “different capabilities are required to lead and manage 

workforces that you can’t physically see…working at different times and places.”  Many 

thinkers suggest we need to start with strengthening culture, clarifying purpose and 

investing more in leadership development to handle greater complexity.  To support our 

people to continue to connect, perform, and thrive, greater focus will be needed in the 

following areas:  

 

• Better performance measures vs presenteeism – a deeper understanding of 

performance levers that are outputs focused.  Revisiting purpose will assist.   

• deeper connections – intentionally building stronger connections with direct reports 

and across teams to support their engagement and career progression.  



• encouraging accountability for wellness, connectedness and self-direction – should 

be on all management meeting agendas. 

• Overall, we will need to perfect the skills of managing while walking around the 

distributed office.  This will require strong digital and f2f communications skills along 

with plenty of empathy. 

 

Talent - another brave new frontier 

The pandemic has given us the opportunity to build back better by reimaging the 

workplace.  Can we move on from central HQs derived from industrial age factories with 

Taylorism management practices when towns were small? Talented 21st century 

knowledge workers are global and expect much more.   We prided ourselves on how 

quickly we could sprint to WFH. Now let us seize the opportunity to run the marathon to a 

more sustainable workplace. A new opportunity to attract the best. 

  

Intentionality will be a key success factor in the distributed workplace. 

 

 
1  ‘Equitable Flexibility: Reshaping our Workforce’ CEW  https://cew.org.au/wp-

ontent/uploads/2021/06/MEDIA-RELEASE_New-report-shows-men-and-women-_final.pdf 

 
2 https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesbusinesscouncil/2020/07/28/how-remote-work-can-enhance-

workplace-diversity/?sh=55b005b5e6a7 

 
3 https://exchange.telstra.com.au/work-from-anywhere-our-model-for-flexible-working-at-telstra/ 

 
4 https://www.afr.com/work-and-careers/careers/deloitte-to-allow-all-staff-to-decide-where-and-

when-they-work-20210629-p5859t 

 
5 https://www.atlassian.com/blog/teamwork/new-research-covid-19-remote-work-impact 

 
6 INSEAD HBR ‘In praise of the office’ July 2020.  https://hbr.org/2020/07/in-praise-of-the-office 

 

https://www.bloomberg.com/opinion/articles/2020-10-27/the-loneliness-of-the-long-distance-

employee?sref=iF3fCXi9 

 
7  https://home.kpmg/au/en/home/insights/2020/08/embedding-new-ways-working.html 
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